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We investigate the thermodynamic properties and the lattice stability of two-dimensional crystalline
membranes, such as graphene and related compounds, in the low-temperature quantum regime T → 0. A key
role is played by the anharmonic coupling between in-plane and out-of-plane lattice modes that, in the quantum
limit, has very different consequences from those in the classical regime. The role of retardation, namely of
frequency dependence, in the effective anharmonic interactions turns out to be crucial in the quantum regime.
We identify a crossover temperature, T ∗, between the classical and quantum regimes, which is ∼70–90 K for
graphene. Below T ∗, the heat capacity and thermal expansion coefficient decrease as power laws with decreasing
temperature, tending to zero for T → 0 as required by the third law of thermodynamics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the mechanical and thermodynamic properties
of membranes is a problem of broad interest in physics, being
at the interface of statistical mechanics, condensed matter, and
field theory. Recent experimental developments in growing
and isolating single layers of crystalline materials, such as
graphene, MoS2, WS2, BN, and similar materials [1], have
revived the interest in the properties of crystalline membranes.
The very thermodynamic stability of these two-dimensional
(2D) crystals has been a matter of debate (for a review, see
Refs. [2,3]). At the harmonic level, the out-of-plane modes and
the in-plane modes are completely decoupled, and the contri-
bution of both modes to the mean-square atomic displacement
diverges. In this situation, anharmonic coupling between them
should be taken into account [4]. This coupling suppresses the
out-of-plane instability but increases the in-plane instability.
As a result, strictly speaking, no long-range order exists at finite
temperature, in agreement with the Mermin-Wagner theorem.
This fact implies that Bragg peaks are not infinitely sharp in
the thermodynamic limit, as in 3D ideal crystals, but for stiff
membranes such as graphene they are still narrow and centered
at the regular reciprocal lattice sites. This situation defines
precisely what we call 2D crystals [2,3]. The anharmonic
coupling between in-plane and out-of-plane modes is reflected
in the onset of out-of-plane ripples at any finite temperature [5].
The impact of corrugations on electronic transport, as well
as on the mechanical properties of graphene, is a subject
of intense investigation [6–16]. Ripples have been indeed
measured in atomically thick materials such as graphene [17]
or MoS2 [18], although it is still experimentally unclear
whether they are mostly thermal in nature or due to strain.

A crystalline membrane is a strongly anharmonic system,
and these anharmonic effects must be taken into account
beyond the usual quasiharmonic approximation (which ig-
nores phonon-phonon interaction). However, the role of strong
anharmonic effects in crystalline membranes has almost
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exclusively been theoretically investigated in the classical
regime [4,19–37]. An exception to this are the recent works
Refs. [38,39], where both quantum and anharmonic effects
are taken into account. Nevertheless, Ref. [39] neglects some
relevant anharmonic terms, while both Refs. [38,39] only
partially take into account quantum fluctuations, neglecting
the effects of retardation in the interactions.

The limitation of the classical approaches to high tem-
peratures makes them unsuitable to investigate the stability
and thermodynamic properties of such compounds in the very
low temperature regime, where quantum effects are dominant.
Even the temperature above which quantum fluctuations can be
neglected and the classical analysis becomes valid has not been
known until now. However, taking graphene as an example, a
simple estimation of its Debye temperature for the out-of-plane
mode gives us a value of the order of 1000 K, which hints that
quantum fluctuations should be relevant even at relatively high
temperatures.

A quantum analysis can be easily performed at the harmonic
level, but the lack of coupling between in-plane and out-of-
plane modes leaves the system unstable. This is reflected, for
instance, in the fact that, in the thermodynamic limit and
at a quasiharmonic level, a divergent negative areal thermal
expansion αV = −∞ is obtained [40], in violation of the
third law of thermodynamics, which implies that the thermal
expansion should vanish at T = 0. In Ref. [40], the effects of
the interaction between out-of-plane and in-plane modes have
been included simply by means of a reasonable infrared (ir)
cutoff in the available momentum space of the harmonic
model. This approach does not solve the problem because
it leads to a temperature-independent (up to logarithmic
accuracy) thermal expansion [40]. This difficulty is due to
the use of the classical anharmonic theory of a crystalline
membrane, which cannot be extrapolated to the T → 0 limit.

Another important quantity is the specific heat. The har-
monic theory predicts that at very low temperature, it should be
dominated by the out-of-plane mode and, due to its quadratic
dispersion relation at long wavelength, the heat capacity should
behave as cp ∼ T [40–43]. It is important to understand how
this picture changes once we include the effects of anharmonic
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interactions, since we know that they drastically change the
properties of the out-of-plane modes [19,20,24,26,30,44].

A robust description of the lattice properties of 2D crys-
talline membranes, satisfying the third law of thermodynamics
in the low-temperature limit and properly including both
quantum effects and the anharmonic coupling between in-
plane and out-of-plane modes, is still lacking.

In this paper, we develop a theory for anharmonic crys-
talline membranes in the quantum regime. Toward that end,
we derive an effective quantum field theory governing the
dynamics of the out-of-plane modes. The in-plane modes can
be integrated out rigorously leading to an effective retarded
(i.e., frequency-dependent) interaction between out-of-plane
modes. Then, we study the effect of the anharmonicities
by computing the self-energy to first order in perturbation
theory, obtaining the corresponding corrections to the elastic
constants. It is known that perturbation theory is insufficient to
describe the physics of the classical version of this problem [4],
making it necessary to use some other techniques such as ε =
4 − D expansion [20] (where D is the membrane dimension),
the self-consistent screening approximation (SCSA) [24],
or the nonperturbative renormalization group method [26].
Therefore, we have further worked on the first step beyond
perturbation theory by using a one-loop self-consistent theory,
without including any renormalization of the in-plane Lamé
constants, which can be viewed as the generalization of the
Nelson and Peliti approximation [19] to the quantum regime.
The present work can therefore be seen as the first stage
of the full description of quantum crystalline membranes.
However, the perturbative calculation is already useful to
study two problems: (i) assess the effect of retardation
in the effective interaction between out-of-plane modes;
(ii) investigate the momentum space associated with anhar-
monic effects by applying a Ginzburg criterion. Comparing
the perturbative calculation performed in the quantum regime
at T = 0 with the result from the classical theory allows
us to determine a crossover temperature T ∗, below which
quantum effects become dominant. Finally, we study the effect
of anharmonicities on the thermal expansion and specific heat
of quantum crystalline membranes, solving the contradiction
with the third law of thermodynamics.

II. MODEL

We start our analysis from the standard contin-
uum theory for crystalline elastic membranes and thin
plates [2,4,19,20,45,46]. The lattice deformations of the
membrane are expressed in terms of an in-plane 2D vector
displacement field �u and an out-of-plane (flexural) displace-
ment field h. We will use the imaginary-time functional
path integral formalism, which is particularly convenient to
study thermodynamic quantities. The Euclidean action can
be written as S[�u,h] = ∫ β

0 dτ
∫

d2xL[�u,h], where 0 < τ <

β is the imaginary time and β = 1/(kBT ) is the inverse
temperature, with Lagrangian density

L[�u,h] = L0
h[h] + L0

u[�u] + L(3)
int [�u,h] + L(4)

int [h]. (1)

Here, L0
h[h] and L0

u[�u] are the quadratic Lagrangian
densities for the out-of-plane and in-plane displacement

fields,

L0
h[h] = 1

2ρḣ2 + 1
2κ(∂2h)2, (2)

L0
u[�u] = 1

2ρ �̇u2 + 1
2cijkl∂iuj ∂kul, (3)

and L(3)
int [�u,h] and L(4)

int [h] are anharmonic terms. L(3)
int [�u,h]

contains cubic interactions between in-plane and out-of-plane
modes, and L(4)

int [h] accounts for a quartic local interaction for
the out-of-plane field. Explicitly, we have

L(3)
int

[�u,h
] = 1

2cijkl∂iuj (∂kh∂lh) , (4)

L(4)
int [h] = 1

8cijkl
(
∂ih∂jh

)
(∂kh∂lh) . (5)

In the above expressions, ρ is the mass density, κ is the
bending rigidity, cijkl = λδij δkl + μ(δikδjl + δilδjk) is the
elastic moduli tensor, and μ and λ are Lamé coefficients [47].
The latin indices (i,j, . . . ) run over the spatial coordinates x, y,
and we use the convention where repeated indices are to be
summed over. In addition, we write Ȯ ≡ ∂O/∂τ (O = h,�u).

It is known that in the classical problem, both anharmonic
terms L(3)

int [�u,h] and L(4)
int [h] are equally relevant [19,20,23].

Inclusion of L(4)
int [h] is also needed in order to make the

Euclidean action bounded from below, and therefore to have
a well-defined ground state. Therefore, we keep both terms in
the quantum theory. It is worth noting that the term L(4)

int [h]
was not considered in Ref. [39].

The partition function is written as the functional in-
tegral Z = ∫

D[�u,h] exp(−S[�u,h]). The classical treatment
formally corresponds to neglecting all kinetic terms in the
Lagrangian density. To be able to reach the low-temperature
limit, it is necessary to take into account quantum fluctuations
of the fields h and �u by retaining the kinetic terms in the
Euclidean action. It is convenient to express the fields in
Fourier components,

O(�x,τ ) = 1√
βV

∑
k

Oke
i�k·�xe−iknτ , (6)

where kn = 2πn/β, with n ∈ Z, are bosonic Matsubara
frequencies, V is the area of the undistorted membrane, and
we have used the shorthand notation k = (ikn,�k) with

∑
k =∑

ikn,�k . We will later see that the thermodynamic quantities in
which we are interested can be expressed via the two-point
correlation functions (propagators) Gk = 〈hkh−k〉 and D

ij
q =

〈ui
qu

j
−q〉, where 〈O〉 = Z−1

∫
D[�u,h]O exp(−S[�u,h]). At the

level of the harmonic theory, the correlation functions are given
by

G0
k = [−ρ(ikn)2 + ρω2

k,F

]−1
, (7)

D0,L
q = [−ρ(iqn)2 + ρω2

q,L

]−1
, (8)

D0,T
q = [−ρ(iqn)2 + ρω2

q,T

]−1
, (9)

where we have split D
ij,0
q in its longitudinal (L) and transverse

(T ) components with respect to the vector �q. The bare dis-
persion relations for the flexural (F ) and in-plane longitudinal
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or transverse modes are, respectively, ωk,F = √
κ/ρk2 and

ωq,L/T = cL/T q, with cL = √
(λ + 2μ)/ρ and cT = √

μ/ρ.
When anharmonic effects are taken into account, the two-point
correlation functions are given by the Dyson equations,

G−1
k = (

G0
k

)−1 + k, (10)

(
DL

q

)−1 = (
D0,L

q

)−1 + PL
q , (11)

(
DT

q

)−1 = (
D0,T

q

)−1 + PT
q , (12)

where k is the self-energy for the out-of-plane mode and
PL/T

q is the self-energy for the in-plane longitudinal or
transverse mode. Since the Euclidean action (1) is quadratic
in the field �u, the latter can be integrated out exactly, so that
we are left with an effective theory only involving the flexural
field h. Doing this (details given in Appendix A), the effective
theory is described by the action

Seff[h] = 1

2

∑
k

[−ρ(ikn)2 + κk4]hkh−k

+ 1

8βV

∑
k, p,q �=0

Rijkl
q (k + q)ikj (p − q)k

×plhk+qh−kh p−qh− p, (13)

where R
ijkl
q is the effective interaction tensor between out-of-

plane modes that takes into account both interaction channels:
the quartic local interaction (5) and the in-plane mode mediated
interaction due to the cubic interaction (4). Just like in the
classical theory, the q = 0 component was excluded from the
interaction term (see Appendix A and Ref. [4]). The tensor
R

ijkl
q obeys the same symmetries of the elastic moduli tensor,

namely R
ijkl
q = R

jikl
q = R

klij
q . For a physical 2D membrane,

R
ijkl
q has four independent components, which are most conve-

niently written in the basis defined by the momentum vector �q,
{ê‖,ê⊥}, with ê‖ = (qx,qy)/|�q| and ê⊥ = (−qy,qx)/|�q|. These
are given by [48]

R⊥⊥⊥⊥,cl
q = 4μ (λ + μ)

(λ + 2μ)
, (14)

R⊥⊥⊥⊥,qt
q = −ρ (iqn)2 λ2

λ + 2μ
D0,L

q , (15)

R‖‖‖‖
q = −ρ (iqn)2 (λ + 2μ)D0,L

q , (16)

R⊥⊥‖‖
q = −ρ (iqn)2 λD0,L

q , (17)

R⊥‖⊥‖
q = −ρ (iqn)2 μD0,T

q , (18)

where we have written the R⊥⊥⊥⊥
q component as R⊥⊥⊥⊥

q =
R⊥⊥⊥⊥,cl

q + R
⊥⊥⊥⊥,qt
q . The term R⊥⊥⊥⊥,cl

q is frequency-
independent, and coincides with the 2D Young modulus. This
term is already present in the classical statistical mechanics
problem [4,19], and this is why we denote it by the superscript
cl, from classical. The remaining interaction terms, R⊥⊥⊥⊥,qt

q ,
R

‖‖‖‖
q , R⊥⊥‖‖

q , and R
⊥‖⊥‖
q , are new terms that do not occur in the

classical theory, which is why we will refer to them as quantum.
The quantum terms (15)–(18) all have the same structure,
depending on the Matsubara frequency, and they become zero
for iqn = 0. Therefore, the term R

ijkl
q (k + q)ikj (p − q)kpl

that appears in (13) can be written as

Rijkl
q (k + q)ikj (p − q)kpl =

∑
M

gM
�k,�q, �pRM

q , (19)

with M running over {⊥⊥⊥⊥,‖‖‖‖,⊥⊥‖‖,⊥‖⊥‖}, gM
�k, �p,�q given by

g⊥⊥⊥⊥
�k, �p,�q = k2p2 sin2 θk,q sin2 θp,q, (20)

g
‖‖‖‖
�k, �p,�q = kp cos θk,q cos θp,q (k cos θk,q + q)(p cos θp,q − q),

(21)

g
⊥⊥‖‖
�k, �p,�q =k2p sin2 θk,q cos θp,q(p cos θp,q − q)

+ p2k sin2 θp,q cos θk,q(k cos θp,q + q), (22)

g
⊥‖⊥‖
�k, �p,�q = kp sin θk,q sin θp,q(2k cos θk,q + q)

× (2p cos θp,q − q), (23)

where θk,q and θp,q are, respectively, the angle between �k and
�q and the angle between �p and �q. It is important to emphasize
that both the quartic local interaction (5) and the in-plane
mode mediated interaction (4) contribute to all the interac-
tion terms (14)–(18). In Appendix A, we show the indivi-
dual contributions from the quartic local interaction and from
the in-plane mediated channel.

III. CLASSICAL VERSUS QUANTUM REGIMES

In the high-temperature limit, T → ∞, the main contribu-
tion to the self-energy of the out-of-plane mode comes from
the only interaction term that occurs in the classical theory,
R⊥⊥⊥⊥,cl

q (see Appendix B1 for an analysis of the remaining
terms). To first order in perturbation theory, after an analytic
continuation to real frequencies, ikn → ω + i0+, we obtain
the well-known result [4]

lim
T →∞

Rek(ω) � 4μ (λ + μ)

(λ + 2μ) κ

3kBT

16π
k2, (24)

which is frequency-independent. In the low-temperature limit,
T → 0, to first order in perturbation theory, the main contri-
bution to the on-shell self-energy (ω = ωk,F ) in the physically
relevant long-wavelength limit does not result from the R⊥⊥⊥⊥

q

component, but from the quantum terms R
‖‖‖‖
q and R

⊥‖⊥‖
q , due

to the factors g
‖‖‖‖
�k,−�k,�q and g

‖‖⊥‖
�k,−�k,�q that behave as ∼k2 for k → 0.

In this limit, we obtain (see Appendix B1)

lim
T →0

Rek(ωk,F )

� �κ1/2k2

8πρ1/2

[
q4

Lf

(
�

qL

)
+ q4

T f

(
�

qT

)]
, (25)

where we have imposed an ultraviolet (uv) momentum cutoff
� (which should be of the order of the Debye momentum, qD),
and we have defined the function

f (x) = 1
2x(x − 2) + log(1 + x), (26)
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and introduced the two momentum scales [49],

qL =
√

(λ + 2μ) /κ,
(27)

qT =
√

μ/κ.

Notice [Eqs. (25) and (26)] that besides logarithmic uv
divergences, we have also obtained power-law divergences.
Careful inspection allows us to see that the main �2 divergence
comes from the quartic local interaction, L(4)

int [h], while the
� and log(�) divergences come from the interaction of
in-plane with out-of-plane modes, L(3)

int [�u,h]. To first order in
perturbation theory, the dispersion relation, �k , of the physical
excitations is given by ρ�2

k = κk4 + Rek(ωk,F ). Note that,
for k → 0, �k ∼ k instead of ωk,F ∼ k2. It can be checked
that, in the long-wavelength limit, the result from Eq. (25) is
the same as that obtained by setting ω = 0 in k(ω). This tells
us that, for physical excitations, the frequency dependence
of the self-energy can be neglected in the low-temperature
and long-wavelength limits. We can estimate, in both the
high-temperature and low-temperature limits, the momentum
scale, kc, below which anharmonic effects become dominant,
as determined by the Ginzburg criterion [4] kc

(ωkc,F ) = κk4
c .

By doing such analysis, we obtain [50]

k(T →∞)
c �

√
3kBT

16π

4μ (λ + μ)

κ2 (λ + 2μ)
, (28)

k(T →0)
c �

√
�

8πρ1/2κ1/2

[
q4

Lf

(
�

qL

)
+ q4

T f

(
�

qT

)]1/2

.

(29)

For typical graphene values, we obtain k(T →∞)
c � 0.17 Å−1 at

T = 300 K (in agreement with what was found in Ref. [27]),
and setting � = qD , we obtain k(T →0)

c � 0.1 Å−1 at T = 0. It
is useful to write approximate expressions for kc in the limit
T → 0 when �/qT/L � 1 and �/qT/L � 1. Expanding the
function f (x), we obtain the following approximate expres-
sions:

k(T →0)
c �

{(
�

16π
√

ρκ

λ+3μ

κ

)1/2
�, � � qT/L,(

�

24π
√

ρκ

)1/2
(qL + qT )1/2�3/2, � � qT/L.

(30)

To determine the actual importance of the anharmonic effects
in suspended samples of crystalline membranes, one has
to compare the anharmonic scale kc with the minimum
momentum allowed by the finite size of the sample, ∼1/L,
and with the momentum scale due to residual strains, ∼qLū,
where ū is the strain [13]. We can also estimate the temper-
ature, T ∗, at which the crossover from the classical to the
quantum regime occurs, by equating limT →∞ Rek(ωk,F ) =
limT →0 Rek(ωk,F ). Since, in both regimes, the leading
contribution to the self-energy goes like k2, this is equivalent
to comparing k(T →∞)

c with k(T →0)
c . We obtain

T ∗ � 2�

3kBρ1/2κ1/2

(λ + 2μ) κ2

4μ (λ + μ)

×
[
q4

Lf

(
�

qL

)
+ q4

T f

(
�

qT

)]
, (31)

T
T

k

kc T

kc T 0

Harmonic

Quantum
Anharmonic Classical Anharmonic

FIG. 1. (Color online) Phase diagram in (T ,k) space for har-
monic/anharmonic and quantum/classical regimes. The harmonic-
to-anharmonic crossover momenta k(T →∞)

c (28) and k(T →0)
c (29) are

displayed by the dot-dashed red and dashed blue lines, respectively.
The vertical line shows the classical-to-quantum regime crossover
temperature T ∗. In the region labeled Harmonic, anharmonic effects
are weak and the membrane is nearly harmonic. In the region labeled
Quantum Anharmonic, anharmonic effects dominate and the main
contribution comes from the T → 0 quantum terms, Eq. (25). In the
region labeled Classical Anharmonic, anharmonic effects dominate
and the main contribution comes from the T → ∞ classical term,
Eq. (24).

a quantity that depends on the uv cutoff �. Expanding once
again the function f (x), we obtain

T ∗ �
{

�κ1/2

3kBρ1/2
(λ+2μ)(λ+3μ)

4μ(λ+μ) �2, � � qT/L,

2�κ
9kBρ1/2

λ+2μ

4μ(λ+μ) (
√

λ + 2μ + √
μ)�3, � � qT/L.

(32)

For typical graphene values, setting � = qD , we obtain a
value of T ∗ ∼ 70–90 K (depending on the values we take
for the elastic constants, which depend themselves on the
temperature [5,44]). Below this temperature, the contribution
to the self-energy from the quantum interaction terms R

‖‖‖‖
q

and R
⊥‖⊥‖
q should become dominant. Figure 1 shows the

different regions in the (T ,k) space where anharmonic and
quantum effects give the main contribution.

It is interesting to notice that in both the classical and the
quantum regime, the self-energy has the same k2 dependence,
with negligible frequency dependence. However, it must be
kept in mind that the main contributions to the self-energy
have very different origins. In fact, it can be checked (see
Appendix B1) that the contribution of the interaction term
R⊥⊥⊥⊥,cl

q for T → 0 goes as cl
k ∝ k4 log(�/k). In this T →

0 limit, it is clear that the contribution to the self-energy from
R

‖‖‖‖
q and R

⊥‖⊥‖
q (25) dominates over the contribution from

R⊥⊥⊥⊥,cl
q at small momenta. If we would extend the result (25)
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to large k, going beyond its long-wavelength validity region, it
is clear that it would also dominate over the contribution from
R⊥⊥⊥⊥,cl

q for large enough k. One could think that there might
exist an intermediate momentum region where cl

k actually
dominates over the term (25). It can be checked, however,
that for usual graphene values, Eq. (25) always dominates
and that increasing the bending rigidity, κ (i.e., to account for
stiffer crystalline membranes as single-layer MoS2), makes
this dominance even stronger.

The next step to go beyond first-order perturbation theory
for T → 0 is to perform a simple self-consistent calculation in
the spirit of what was done by Nelson and Peliti in Ref. [19].
First, we notice that in first-order perturbation theory, the
in-plane mode propagator has only logarithmic corrections
due to anharmonic effects. This is a much weaker effect than
for the out-of-plane phonons and therefore we will ignore it.
Furthermore, we also neglect the frequency dependence of the
out-of-plane self-energy and write the full out-of-plane cor-
relation function as Gk � [−ρ(ikn)2 + ρω2

k,F + κk
η
c k

4−η]−1,
where we have written the self-energy as k = κk

η
c k

4−η, with
kc the harmonic-to-anharmonic crossover momentum, and
η is a characteristic exponent, both to be determined in a
self-consistent way. The main contribution to the self-energy
in the long-wavelength limit still comes from R

‖‖‖‖
q and

R
⊥‖⊥‖
q , and since the factors g

‖‖‖‖
�k,−�k,�q and g

⊥‖⊥‖
�k,−�k,�q behave as

∼k2 for k → 0, we obtain a value of η = 2, in agreement
with first-order perturbation theory. This is an important
result which justifies the use of first-order perturbation theory
contrary to the classical regime, where the perturbative η = 2
exponent is changed to η = 1 when the same kind of self-
consistent calculation is performed [19]. The present result
of η = 2 indicates that quantum anharmonic effects act as
an effective positive external strain, which contributes to the
stabilization of the 2D phase of the membrane (see also
Ref. [32]).

Furthermore, the corresponding kc in this self-consistent
approximation is determined by the condition

k2
c = (λ + 2μ) �k2

8πρ1/2κ3/2

∫
dqq3√

q4 + k2
c q

2 + qLq

+ μ�k2

8πρ1/2κ3/2

∫
dqq3√

q4 + k2
c q

2 + qT q
. (33)

Notice that the integral over q is convergent in the q → 0 limit
and does not depend on k. In the classical theory, instead,
the integral is singular in k as kη−2 and 0 < η � 2 [19].
In fact, in the integral (33), the term qLq dominates the
denominator of the integrand for small q, while q2 dominates
for large q. Therefore, the term k2

c q
2 will only contribute for

intermediate values of q, and the integral should be weakly
dependent on kc. Performing the integral over momentum,
we obtain

k2
c = �

8πρ1/2κ1/2

[
q4

LF

(
�

qL

,
kc

qL

)
+ q4

T F

(
�

qT

,
kc

qT

)]
,

(34)

where we have defined the function

F (x,y) = 1

2
x(

√
x2 + y2 − 2) + 1

2
(2 − y2) sinh−1

(
x

y

)

+
√

1 − y2 tanh−1

(
x√

1 − y2

)

−
√

1 − y2 tanh−1

(
x√

(1 − y2)(x2 + y2)

)
.

(35)

The function F (x,y) reduces to f (x) in the limit of y → 0.
Solving the self-consistent condition (34) for kc, we obtain
a value that, for typical graphene parameters, is nearly
unchanged with respect to the perturbative result kc ≈ 0.1 Å−1.
The relative difference between the perturbative and self-
consistent value is of the order of 10−4.

We are now in a position to calculate thermodynamics
quantities as the thermal expansion, αV , and the specific heat,
cp, in the low-temperature quantum regime, which will be the
focus of the next section.

IV. THERMODYNAMIC QUANTITIES

A. Thermal expansion

The areal thermal expansion coefficient is defined as

αV = 1

V

(
∂�V

∂T

)
p

, (36)

where �V is the change in the area of the membrane (to
be understood as the area of the membrane projected onto
the reference x-y plane), V is the area of the undistorted
membrane, and the index p indicates that the process occurs at
constant pressure or stress. Recalling that the relative change
of area is given by �V/V = 〈∂iui〉, the thermal expansion
can be most efficiently computed by adding to the Euclidean
Lagrangian (1) an extra term of the form Lσ [�u] = −σ∂iui ,
which describes an externally applied homogeneous and
isotropic stress σ to the membrane. The relative expansion
at zero external stress can therefore be obtained from

�V

V
= 1

βV

∂

∂σ
log Z[σ ]

∣∣∣∣
σ=0

, (37)

where Z[σ ] = ∫
D[�u,h] exp(−S[�u,h] − Sσ [�u]), with

Sσ [�u] = −σ
∫ β

0 dτ
∫

d2x∂iui . Notice that σ couples to the
q = 0 component of ∂iui . Therefore, we can perform a shift of
∂iuj in the functional path integral ∂iuj → ∂iuj + c−1

ijklδ
klσ ,

where c−1
ijkl is the inverse of the elastic moduli tensor, and

we cancel the linear term in ∂iui of Sσ [�u] at the expense
of generating two new terms in the Euclidean Lagrangian
density: (i) a term of the form−σ 2c−1

iijj /2, which does not
lead to any thermal expansion, and (ii) a term of the form
σ∂ih∂ih/2, which is the term responsible for the thermal
expansion. Therefore, we can write the thermal expansion at
zero external stress as [40]

αV = −1

2

∂

∂T

(
1

βV

∑
k

k2Gk

)
. (38)
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Replacing in Eq. (38) the full out-of-plane correlation func-
tion (10) by the bare, harmonic, one (7) is equivalent to per-
forming a quasiharmonic treatment of the thermal expansion
of a membrane [40]. In the quasiharmonic approximation, one
obtains

α
qh
V = − �

2

8ρkBT 2

∫ �

qmin

d2k

(2π )2

k2

sinh2[�ωk,F /(2kBT )]
, (39)

where the uv momentum cutoff is of the order of the inverse
lattice spacing, � ∼ 1/a, and the ir cutoff is of the order of
the inverse of the membrane size, qmin ∼ 1/L. For not too
high temperatures, we can safely take the limit � → ∞ in
Eq. (39), but the integral is divergent for qmin → 0. Keeping
qmin finite, we can perform the integration analytically. In the
quasiharmonic approximation, the thermal expansion is given
by α

qh
V = −kBI(t)/(8πκ), where

I(t) =
∫ ∞

1
2t

dx x

sinh(x)2
= 1

2t
coth

(
1

2t

)
− log

[
2 sinh

(
1

2t

)]
,

(40)
and t = (kBTρ1/2)/(�κ1/2q2

min). The fact that ignoring anhar-
monic effects makes the membrane unstable is reflected in the
fact that the limits T → 0 and L → ∞ do not commute. As
a matter of fact, for t � 1 we have I(t) ∼ 1 + log(t), while
for t � 1 we have I(t) ∼ e−1/t /t . Therefore, in the quasihar-
monic approximation, the thermal expansion depends crucially
on the size of the membrane even for L → ∞. This fact is
important when interpreting numerical results for the ther-
mal expansion of membrane-like materials based on the
quasiharmonic theory. In these numerical calculations, the
thermal expansion is calculated by (finite-difference) differen-
tiation of the temperature dependence of the lattice parameter
calculated for finite-size supercells [43,51,52]. We will now
see how going beyond the quasiharmonic approximation will
make the limits T → 0 and L → ∞ commute so that the
thermodynamic limit can be taken without ambiguity and at the
same time satisfying the third law of thermodynamics. Taking
into account the results from Eqs. (24) and (25), we neglect
the frequency dependence of the self-energy, writing the full
out-of-plane correlation function as G−1

k = −ρ(ikn)2 + ρ�2
k ,

with �k =
√

(κk4 + k)/ρ. Since, according to Eq. (25), the
self-energy k goes to a constant at T = 0, we will ignore
the temperature dependence of the self-energy for T � 0,
approximating ∂�k/∂T � 0. With this approximation, the
thermal expansion is given by Eq. (39) with the replacement
ωk,F → �k . Now the integral is finite both in the ir and in the
uv and we can take qmin → 0 and � → ∞. Since in the T → 0
limit the main contribution will come from small momentum
modes, we approximate ρ�2

k = κk4 + k � κk
η
c k

4−η, where
η is a characteristic exponent whose value depends on the
approximation used to solve the theory. After a straightforward
calculation, we obtain

αV = − kB

2π (4 − η) κ

(
2ρ1/2kBT

�κ1/2k2
c

)2η/(4−η)

Iη, (41)

where we have defined Iη = ∫ ∞
0 dx x(4+η)/(4−η)/ sinh2(x),

which for η = 2 evaluates to I2 = 3ζ (3)/2. Since we have
obtained η = 2 within first-order perturbation theory as well
as in the partially self-consistent approximation, we obtain that

αV ∝ −T 2 at low temperature. Most importantly, this result
correctly predicts a vanishing thermal expansion coefficient
for T → 0, satisfying the third law of thermodynamics even
in the limit of an infinite membrane, L → ∞.

B. Specific heat

Another important thermodynamic physical property, prob-
ing the low-energy elementary excitations in the system, is the
specific heat. We are working in an ensemble with constant
external stress σij . The specific heat at constant pressure or
stress can be computed from

cp =
(

∂H

∂T

)
p

, (42)

where H = U − uijσij is the enthalpy of the system per unit
area, with U the total energy of the system per unit area.
Since we are working at zero external stress, the enthalpy
coincides with the total internal energy. The total energy of
the system can be expressed in terms of two-point correlation
functions, using a modified Migdal-Galitskii-Koltun energy
sum rule [53,54]. The total energy of the membrane per unit
area can be written as U = U (out) + U (in) with (see Appendix C
for the proof)

U (out) = 1

4

1

βV

∑
k

[3ρ(ikn)2 + κk4]Gk, (43)

U (in) = 1

βV

∑
q

ρ (iqn)2 Dii
q . (44)

Although in the anharmonic theory in-plane and out-of-plane
modes are coupled, we can attribute U (out) mostly to out-
of-plane modes and U (in) mostly to in-plane modes. In the
same way, the specific heat can also be split in these two
contributions, cp = c(out)

p + c(in)
p , where c(out)

p = ∂U (out)/∂T

and c(in)
p = ∂U (in)/∂T . As previously, we ignore the frequency

dependence of the self-energy, and we obtain the energy per
unit area,

U (out) = �

4

∫
d2k

(2π )2

coth(β��k/2)

2ρ�k

(
3ρ�2

k + κk4
)
. (45)

In the T → 0 limit, making the same approximations as for the
thermal expansion, we can write the specific heat at constant
pressure per unit area as

c(out)
p = 3

8π
kBk2

c

(
2ρ1/2kBT

�κ1/2k2
c

)4/(4−η)

Lη, (46)

where Lη = ∫ ∞
0 dx x(8−η)/(4−η)/ sinh2(x). For η = 2, which is

the value corresponding to the approximations used in this
paper, we have L2 = 3ζ (3)/2 and c(out)

p ∝ T 2. This result is
to be contrasted with the one obtained at the harmonic level,
which would predict c(out)

p ∝ T . It is a consequence of the
change of dispersion of flexural modes from ∼k2 to ∼k as
discussed after Eq. (27). Regarding the contribution mostly
due to in-plane modes, we can check that interactions lead only
to a logarithmic correction of the in-plane mode correlation
function (see Appendix B), which we will neglect. Therefore,
the contribution mostly due to the in-plane modes reduces
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to the noninteracting one, which for T → 0 reduces to the
expected T 2 dependence

c(in)
p = kB

(
2kBT

�

)2 (
ρ

λ + 2μ
+ ρ

μ

)
L2. (47)

Therefore, taking into account at the same level anharmonic
and quantum effects, one predicts an intermediate behavior
T < T 4/(4−η) ≤ T 2 resulting from the coupling between in-
plane and out-of-plane modes. To first order in perturbation
theory, both c(out)

p and c(in)
p are proportional to T 2. Notice that

the harmonic theory calculated for graphene [42,43] predicts
cp ∝ T up to temperatures as high as 100 K, which is about
our T ∗. That is why we believe that the linear T dependence
should not be observable in graphene, for which we predict
instead a T 2 dependence.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, in this paper we have calculated several
thermodynamic properties of crystalline membranes in the
low-temperature quantum regime. Toward that end, we have
employed both a first-order perturbation theory as well as
a one-loop self-consistent approximation in which we have
ignored any possible renormalization of the in-plane Lamé
elastic constants. We have derived the effective action for
the out-of-plane modes by integrating out exactly the in-
plane modes. This procedure leads to frequency-dependent
anharmonic interactions (retardation effects), which we have
shown to be the dominant effect in the zero-temperature limit.
This is to be contrasted with the high-temperature class-
ical regime, where retardation can be ignored. We have
further evaluated the leading of the anharmonic out-of-plane
mode self-energy in the T → 0 limit and estimated the
available phase space, described by a crossover momentum kc,
which defines a wavelength above which anharmonic effects
dominate the theory in the quantum regime. For graphene we
estimate kc ∼ 0.1 Å−1, about 0.6 of the value estimated for the
crossover from the harmonic to the anharmonic regime in the
classical case at room temperature [27]. Based on this result,
we estimate a crossover temperature T ∗ between the classical
and quantum regimes. For typical graphene parameters, this
crossover temperature is T ∗ ∼ 70–90 K.

By using the calculated correlation functions in the quantum
anharmonic regime, we establish the temperature dependence
of thermodynamic properties. In the T → 0 limit, we find a
power-law behavior for both the thermal expansion coefficient
αV and the specific heat cp. In general, they are characterized
by an anomalous exponent related to the characteristic expo-
nent η of the elementary excitations, namely αV ∝ T 2η/(4−η)

and cp ∝ T 4/(4−η). In first-order perturbation theory, as well as
in the one-loop self-consistent approximation, we find η = 2,
which means that both αV and cp are proportional to T 2.

This work is a first step toward the full understanding of the
physics of a quantum crystalline membrane. We know that for
a classical crystalline membrane, it is necessary to go beyond
perturbation theory and use a more elaborate technique, such as
a full self-consistent calculation. Also for the quantum case,
more advanced methods such as the quantum Monte Carlo
or functional renormalization group methods are needed to
solve the problem quantitatively. Nevertheless, the perturbative

calculation that we have presented is already sufficient to show
that a simultaneous treatment of quantum and anharmonic
effects is necessary to have a vanishing thermal expansion
and specific heat at zero temperature, in accordance with the
third law of thermodynamics. This approach also allows us to
estimate the crossover temperature between the classical and
the quantum regime.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF EFFECTIVE ACTION FOR
THE OUT-OF-PLANE MODES

In this appendix, we briefly summarize the steps performed
to derive the effective action (13). Notice that the cubic action
S (3)

int [�u,h], corresponding to Eq. (4), can be written in terms of
Fourier components as

S (3)
int [�u,h] = i

2
√

βV

∑
k,q

ui
qc

ijklqj (k − q)kklhk−qh−k, (A1)

where we have introduce the elastic moduli tensor for
an isotropic membrane, cijkl = λδij δkl + μ(δikδjl + δilδjk).
Integrating out the field �u amounts to performing a Gaussian
integration of the form

∫
dx e− 1

2a
x2−bx = e

1
2 b2a(

∫
dx e− 1

2a
x2

).
As a result, the partition function can be written as

Z =
∫

D[�u,h] exp(−S[�u,h])

= Z0[�u]
∫

D[h] exp(−Seff[h]), (A2)

where Z0[�u] = ∫
D[�u] exp(− ∫ β

0 dτ
∫

d2xL0
u[�u]) is the nonin-

teracting partition function for the in-plane modes. Integrating
out the in-plane modes will therefore generate a new quartic
interaction term for the out-of-plane modes that is mediated
by the in-plane modes. Therefore, we obtain an effective
Euclidean action of the form of Eq. (13), with the interaction
tensor given by

Rijkl
q = cijkl − ciji ′j ′ 〈ui ′j ′,quk′l′,−q〉0c

k′l′kl, (A3)

where 〈〉0 represents the average in the harmonic theory
and uij = (∂iuj + ∂jui)/2 is the in-plane strain tensor. The
first term of R

ijkl
q is due to the quartic interaction L(4)

int [h],
as given by Eq. (5), while the second term is the in-plane
mode mediated interaction due to the cubic term, L(3)

int [�u,h],
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Eq. (4). From Eq. (A3), it is easy to see that R
ijkl
q obeys

the same symmetries as the elastic moduli tensor cijkl , i.e.,
R

ijkl
q = R

jikl
q = R

klij
q . Just like in the classical problem, it is

necessary to analyze the cases q �= 0 and q = 0 separately [4].
The in-plane strain tensor uij must be split into its q = 0
homogeneous component, u0

ij , and q �= 0 components, which
can be expressed in terms of phonon modes. For q �= 0, we
have

〈uij,qukl,−q〉0 = 1
2q2DL,0

q

(
P L

ikP
L
jl + P L

jkP
L
il

)
+ 1

2q2DT,0
q

(
P L

ikP
T
jl + P L

jkP
T
il

)
, (A4)

where P L
ij = qiqj /q

2 and P T
ij = δij − qiqj /q

2 are, respec-
tively, the longitudinal and transverse projectors along the
vector �q. Therefore, for q �= 0, the in-plane mode mediated
interaction can be written as

ciji ′j ′ 〈ui ′j ′,quk′l′,−q〉0c
k′l′kl

= λ2q2DL,0
q P T

ij P T
kl + (λ + 2μ)2q2DL,0

q P L
ij P L

kl

+ λ(λ + 2μ)q2DL,0
q

(
P L

ij P T
kl + P T

ij P L
kl

)
+μ2q2DT,0

q

(
P T

ikP
L
jl + P T

il P
L
jk + P T

jkP
L
il + P L

ikP
T
jl

)
.

(A5)

The elastic moduli tensor can also be decomposed in terms of
longitudinal and transverse projectors,

cijkl = λP T
ij P T

kl + μ
(
P T

ikP
T
jl + P T

il P
T
jk

)
+ (λ + 2μ)P L

ij P L
kl + λ

(
P T

ij P L
kl + P L

ij P T
kl

)
+μ

(
P T

ikP
L
jl + P L

ikP
T
jl + P T

il P
L
jk + P L

il P
T
jk

)
. (A6)

In two dimensions, we have P T
ij P T

kl = P T
ikP

T
jl = P T

il P
T
jk .

Therefore, in two dimensions, Rijkl
q has only four independent

components. As a result, the effective interaction for q �= 0
can be expressed in the basis {ê‖,ê⊥} as

Rijkl
q = R⊥⊥⊥⊥

q êi
⊥ê

j

⊥êk
⊥êl

⊥ + R‖‖‖‖
q êi

‖ê
j

‖ ê
k
‖ ê

l
‖

+R⊥⊥‖‖
q [êi

⊥ê
j

⊥êk
‖ ê

l
‖ + (ij ↔ j l)]

+R⊥‖⊥‖
q [êi

⊥ê
j

‖ ê
k
⊥êl

‖ + (i ↔ j ) + (k ↔ l)

+ (ij ↔ j l)], (A7)

with R⊥⊥⊥⊥
q , R

‖‖‖‖
q , R

⊥⊥‖‖
q , and R

⊥‖⊥‖
q given by Eqs. (14)–

(18). Notice that for the generalized problem of a (D > 2)-
dimensional membrane, R

ijkl
q will have an extra independent

component that involves only the shear modulus μ. For
the q = 0 component, the quadratic Lagrangian density (3)
reads L0

u[u0
ij ] = 1

2cijklu
0
ij u

0
kl . Therefore, 〈u0

ij u
0
kl〉0 is simply

the tensor c−1
ijkl , which for an isotropic membrane reads

c−1
ijkl = − λ

4μ(λ+μ)δij δkl + 1
4μ

(δikδjl + δilδjk). For q = 0, we

have R
ijkl

q=0 = cijkl − ciji ′j ′
c−1
i ′j ′k′l′c

k′l′kl = 0. This justifies the
exclusion of the q = 0 component from the interaction term
in Eq. (13), just as in the classical problem.

APPENDIX B: PERTURBATIVE EVALUATION OF
THE SELF-ENERGIES

1. Out-of-plane mode self-energy

To first order in the interaction, the self-energy of the out-
of-plane mode is given by

k = 1

βV

∑
q

Rijkl
q (k + q)ikj (k + q)kklG

0
k+q, (B1)

which can be decomposed into the sum of one classical term
plus four quantum terms,

k = cl
k + 

⊥⊥⊥⊥,qt
k + 

‖‖‖‖,qt
k + 

⊥⊥‖‖,qt
k + 

⊥‖⊥‖,qt
k ,

(B2)
where the classical contribution is given by

cl
k = 4μ (λ + μ)

λ + 2μ

1

βV

∑
q

g⊥⊥⊥⊥
�k,−�k,�q G0

k+q (B3)

and the quantum terms have the general form


M,qt
k = CM 1

βV

∑
q

gM
�k,−�k,�q

−ρ (iqn)2

−ρ (iqn)2 + ρω2
q,M

G0
k+q,

(B4)

with the label M running over{⊥⊥⊥⊥,‖‖‖‖,⊥⊥‖‖,⊥‖⊥‖}. gM
�k, �p,�q

are given by Eqs. (20)–(23); CM are given by C⊥⊥⊥⊥ =
λ2/(λ + 2μ), C‖‖‖‖ = λ + 2μ, C⊥⊥‖‖ = λ, and C⊥‖⊥‖ = μ;
and ωq,M = ωq,L for M = ⊥⊥⊥⊥,‖‖‖‖,⊥⊥‖‖ while ωq,⊥‖⊥‖ =
ωq,T .

a. Contribution from the classical term: �cl
k

Performing the sum over Matsubara frequencies for the
classical contribution, one obtains

cl
k = 4μ(λ + μ)

λ + 2μ
�

∫
d2q

(2π )2
k4 sin4 θ

coth(β�ωk+q,F /2)

2ρωk+q,F

.

(B5)

In the high-temperature limit, T → ∞, we have
coth(β�ω/2) � 2kBT /(�ω), and we recover the well-known
result [4]

lim
T →∞

cl
k � 4μ (λ + μ)

(λ + 2μ) κ

3kBT

16π
k2. (B6)

In the zero-temperature limit, T → 0, we have coth(β�ω/2) �
1. Therefore, the classical contribution becomes

lim
T →0

cl
k � 4μ (λ + μ)

λ + 2μ

�

2
√

ρκ

3

16π
k4 log

(
�

k

)
, (B7)

where � is a uv momentum cutoff, which we identify as
the Debye momentum. This classical contribution has to be
compared with the quantum ones.

b. Contribution from quantum terms: �
⊥⊥⊥⊥,qt
k , �

‖‖‖‖,qt
k ,

�
⊥⊥‖‖,qt
k , and �

⊥‖⊥‖,qt
k

Performing the sum over Matsubara frequencies for the
quantum contributions, one obtains [with a small change of
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notation k = k(ikn)]


M,qt
k (ikn) = P

V

∑
�q

gM
�k,−�k,�q

∫
dy

π
b(y)

× ImRM,qt
q (y + i0+,q)G0

k+q(ikn + y)

+ P

V

∑
�q

gM
�k,−�k,�q

∫
dy

π
b(y)RM,qt

q (y − ikn,q)

× ImG0
k+q(y + i0+), (B8)

where P denotes Cauchy principal value. Performing the
analytic continuation ikn → ω + i0+ and taking the real part,
we obtain

ReM,qt
k (ω) = CM

ρ

P

V

∑
�q

gM
�k,−�k,�qK

M,qt(ω,k,q), (B9)

where we have defined

KM,qt(ω,k,q) = −�b(ωq,M )

2ωq,(A)

ω2
q,M

−(ω + ωq,M )2 + ω2
k+q,F

+ �b(−ωq,M )

2ωq,(A)

ω2
q,M

−(ω − ωq,M )2 + ω2
k+q,F

+ �b(ωk+q,F )

2ωk+q,F

−(ωk+q,F − ω)2

−(ωk+q,F − ω)2 + ω2
q,M

− �b(−ωk+q,F )

2ωk+q,F

−(−ωk+q,F − ω)2

−(−ωk+q,F − ω)2 + ω2
q,M

,

(B10)

with b(ω) = [exp(β�ω) − 1]−1 the Bose-Einstein distribution
function. In the high-temperature limit, we have b(ω) �
kBT /(�ω), and we obtain

KM,qt
T →∞(ω,k,q) = kBT

ω2
k+q,F

ω2
(
ω2 − ω2

q,M − ω2
k+q,F

)
[(ωk+q,F + ωq,M )2 − ω2][(ωk+q,F − ωq,M )2 − ω2]

. (B11)

In this form, we can see explicitly that for ω = 0 we have
KM,qt

T →∞(0,k,q) = 0, and the quantum terms do not give any
contribution to the self-energy in the T → ∞ limit. Notice,
however, that even if we take T → ∞ but keep ω �= 0,
we obtain a nonzero value of ReM,qt

k (ω). The analysis
of this situation is subtle. One can check that for finite
ω, the integrations over momentum involved in computing


‖‖‖‖,qt
k and 

‖⊥‖⊥,qt
k are logarithmically divergent due to

the point �q = −�k. This is a pathology of the first-order
perturbation theory that should disappear if a more complete
self-consistent calculation is performed. If we replace the
dispersion relation of the out-of-plane modes ωk,F → �k ∝
k(4−η)/2, for any η > 0, the integrals become finite. Assuming
that such regularization is performed, and to lowest order in
the frequency, the quantum contributions are suppressed by
a factor of ω2/(cL/T k)2 log(cL/T k/ω) when compared with
the contribution from cl

k in the T → ∞ limit. We remind
the reader that the dispersion of the physical excitation is
obtained, to first order in perturbation theory, by �2

k = ω2
k,F +

Rek(ωk,F )/ρ. Therefore, for the relevant long-wavelength
limit, k → 0, the quantum contributions can be ignored in the
T → ∞ limit, as expected. However, this situation changes
dramatically in the quantum, T → 0, limit. In this limit, we
have b(ω) � −�(−ω), where �(x) is the step function, and
therefore we obtain

KM,qt
T →0(ω,k,q) = �

2ωk+q,F

ωk+q,F (ωk+q,F + ωq,M ) − ω2

(ωk+q,F + ωq,M )2 − ω2
.

(B12)
We can see that we obtain finite contributions even if we set
ω = 0, in which case we have

KM,qt
T →0(0,k,q) = �

2

1

ωk+q,F + ωq,M

. (B13)

With this in mind, we will focus on the static, ω = 0, behavior
of the self-energy, which will be the dominant one in the long-

wavelength limit, k → 0. Therefore, we set ω = 0 and expand
to lowest order in k. The different quantum contributions to
the self-energy yield


⊥⊥⊥⊥,qt
k,T →0 (0) � �

2
√

ρκ

λ2

λ + 2μ

3k4

16π
log

(
1 + �

qL

)
, (B14)


‖‖‖‖
k,T →0(0) � �

2
√

ρκ

(λ + 2μ)2

κ

k2

4π
f

(
�

qL

)
, (B15)


⊥⊥‖‖
k,T →0(0) � �

2
√

ρκ

λk4

8π

[
2�

qL + �
− log

(
1 + �

qL

)]
,

(B16)


⊥‖⊥‖
k,T →0(0) � �

2
√

ρκ

μ2

κ

k2

4π
f

(
�

qT

)
, (B17)

where we have once again imposed a uv momentum cutoff
�, with f (x) and qL/T as given by Eqs. (26) and (27),
respectively. Therefore, for T → 0, the main contribution in
the long-wavelength limit comes from 

‖‖‖‖
k (0) and 

‖⊥‖⊥
k (0).

For the on-shell case ω = ωk,F and in the long-wavelength
limit k → 0, the results (B14)–(B17) are not changed. This
tells us that, at least at the perturbative level, the frequency
dependence of the self-energy can be neglected for physical
excitations in the long-wavelength limit.

2. In-plane mode self-energy

Notice that although �u no longer appears in Seff[h], that
does not mean that it is not affected by the interactions. When
computing any correlation function, one must remember that
in the process of integrating out the in-plane modes, they were

224307-9
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shifted by

ui
q → vi

q + i

2
√

βV

∑
k,q

(
D0

q

)ij
cjklmqk(k + q)lkmhk+qh−k,

(B18)
where the field vi

q is a free field, with the Lagrangian given
by the in-plane harmonic one, L0

u[�u], as given by Eq. (3).
Therefore, the full in-plane correlation function is given by

Dij
q = (

D0
q

)ij + 1

4βV

(
D0

q

)ik
cklmnql

×
∑
k, p,q

(k + q)mkn(p − q)m′pn′ 〈hk+qh−kh p−qh− p〉

× ck′l′m′n′
ql′

(
D0

q

)k′j
. (B19)

To first order in perturbation theory, we decouple the four-point
correlation function and obtain

Dij
q = (

D0
q

)ij + (
D0

q

)ik
qlc

klmn�mnm′n′
q cm′n′k′l′qk′

(
D0

−q

)l′j
,

(B20)

where

�ijkl
q = 1

2βV

∑
k

(k + q)ikj (k + q)kklGkGk+q . (B21)

Just like in the harmonic theory, isotropy allows us to split D
ij
q

in a longitudinal and a transverse component, Dij
q = DL

q P L
ij +

DT
q P T

ij , where P L
ij = qiqj /q

2 and P T
ij = δij − qiqj /q

2 are the
longitudinal and transverse projectors, respectively. To lowest
order in perturbation theory, the self-energies for the in-plane
modes are given by

PL
q = −q2λ2�⊥⊥⊥⊥

q − q2(λ + 2μ)2�‖‖‖‖
q

− q2λ(λ + 2μ)�⊥⊥‖‖
q , (B22)

PT
q = −q2μ2�

⊥‖⊥‖
q , (B23)

where

�M
q = 1

2βV

∑
k

gM
k,−k,qG

0
kG

0
k+q . (B24)

Performing the sum over Matsubara frequencies, making the
analytic continuation iqn → ω + i0+, and taking the real part,
we obtain

Re�M
q (ω) = P

V

∑
�k

gM
�k,−�k,�qF(ω,q,k), (B25)

with

F(ω,q,k) = �

2ρ2ωk,F

b(ωk,F )

−(ωk,F + ω)2 + ω2
k+q,F

− �

2ρ2ωk,F

b(−ωk,F )

−(−ωk,F + ω)2 + ω2
k+q,F

+ �

2ρ2ωk+q,F

b(ωk+q,F )

−(ωk+q,F − ω)2 + ω2
k,F

− �

2ρ2ωk+q,F

b(−ωk+q,F )

−(−ωk+q,F − ω)2 + ω2
k,F

.

(B26)

We focus on the T → 0 limit, where F(ω,q,k) simplifies to

FT →0(ω,q,k) = �

2ρ2

ωk,F + ωk+q,F

ωk,F ωk+q,F [(ωk,F + ωk+q,F )2 − ω2]
,

(B27)

Focusing on the case with the ω → 0 and q → 0 limits, the
integration over momentum is effectively cut off at small
momenta by the largest of these quantities. Therefore, apart
from the numerical factor coming from the angular integration,
we obtain

lim
T →0

Re�M
q (ω) ∝ �

2ρ1/2κ3/2
log

(
�2

max(
√

κ/ρω,q2)

)
.

(B28)

Therefore, we will just have a weak logarithmic correction
to the correlation function of the in-plane modes. Notice
that the minus sign in Eqs. (B23) and (B22) leads to a
reduction of the in-plane elastic constants. To first order in
perturbation theory, the in-plane mode dispersion relations
would be modified to ω2

q,L/T → ω2
q,L/T + PT/L(ωq,L/T )/ρ.

Taking the limit q → 0, we would obtain a negative dispersion
relation, indicating that the theory is unstable. We attribute
this not to a physical instability of the membrane, but to a
breakdown of the perturbation theory, showing that one should
go beyond the first order.

APPENDIX C: MIGDAL-GALITSKII-KOLTUN
ENERGY SUM

In this appendix, we will prove Eqs. (43) and (44). The
Migdal-Galitskii-Koltun energy sum [53,54] allows one to
express the total energy of a system with quartic interactions
just in terms of two-point correlation functions. In the
following, we will prove a similar result but for the case
of a crystalline membrane, which contains both quartic and
cubic interactions. In the canonical quantization formalism,
the Hamiltonian for a crystalline membrane is given by

H =
∫

d2x

[
1

2ρ

(
π2

h + �π2
u

) + 1

2
[κ(∂2h)2 + cijkl∂iuj ∂kul]

]

+
∫

d2x

[
1

2
cijkl∂iuj (∂kh∂lh)+1

8
cijkl(∂ih∂jh)(∂kh∂lh)

]
,

(C1)

where πh and �πu are, respectively, the canonical conjugate
momenta of h and �u, which obey the equal-time commutation
relations [h(x),πh(x ′)] = i�δ(2)(x − x ′) and [ui(x),πj

u (x ′)] =
i�δij δ(2)(x − x ′). The proof is based on the Heisenberg
equation of motion for the operators, and the crucial point for
the proof is that the Hamiltonian (C1) has a quartic interaction
for the h field and a cubic interaction involving h and �u,
such that �u appears only once in the cubic interaction. In
other words, �u is an interaction-mediating field. To keep the
notation simple, and since the essential of the proof is not
altered, instead of working with Hamiltonian (C1), we use the
Hamiltonian

H = p2
1

2m1
+ 1

2
k1x

2
1 + p2

2

2m2
+ 1

2
k2x

2
2 + g

2
x2

1x2 + w

8
x4

1 ,

(C2)
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with pa the canonical conjugate momentum of xa , obeying the
equal-time commutation relations [xa,pb] = i�δab (a = 1,2).
Notice that the Hamiltonian (C2) has the same structure as (C1)
if we replace x1 ↔ h and x2 ↔ �u. We wish to evaluate the
expectation value of the energy 〈H 〉 = T1 + V1 + T2 + V2 +
W3 + W4, where we have the kinetic energy of the fields,
Ta = 〈p2

a〉/(2ma), the potential energy, Va = ka〈x2
a 〉/2, the in-

teraction energy due to the cubic interaction, W3 = g〈x2x
2
1 〉/2,

and the interaction energy due to the quartic interaction, W4 =
w〈x4

1 〉/8. In the imaginary-time formalism, operators evolve
according to the Heisenberg equation ∂O(τ )/∂τ = [H,O(τ )].
The Heisenberg equations for the operators read

i∂τ x1 = p1

m1
, (C3)

−i∂τp1 = k1x1 + gx1x2 + w

2
x3

1 , (C4)

i∂τ x2 = p2

m2
, (C5)

−i∂τp2 = k2x2 + g

2
x2

1 , (C6)

from which the second-order equation for x1 and x2 can be
obtained,

m1∂
2
τ x1 = k1x1 + gx1x2 + w

2
x3

1 , (C7)

m2∂
2
τ x2 = k2x2 + g

2
x2

1 . (C8)

Now let us define the time-ordered Green’s functions (recall
that a time-ordered Green’s function in the canonical quanti-
zation formalism corresponds to a correlation function in the
path-integral formalism),

Gab(τ ) = 〈Tτxa(τ )xb(0)〉 , (C9)

where Tτ is the time-ordering operator in imaginary time.
Using the exact eigenbasis of the interacting Hamiltonian,
H |n〉 = En|n〉, a correlation function of the form CAB(τ ) =
〈TτA(τ )B(0)〉, after a Fourier transform in τ , has the following
Lehmann representation:

CAB(iωn) =
∫ β

0
eiωnτ 〈TτA(τ )B(0)〉

= 1

Z

∑
n,m

e−βEm − e−βEn

iωn + En − Em

AnmBmn,

where Anm = 〈n|A|m〉, Z = ∑
n e−βEn , and ωn = 2πβn (n ∈

Z) are bosonic Matsubara frequencies. Now let us study the

quantity

σ
(2)
AB = 1

β

∑
iωn

(iωn)2 CAB(iωn) (C10)

(a factor of eiωnη, with η → 0+, should be added to this
expression for convergence reasons [55]). Using contour
integration to evaluate the Matsubara sum over frequencies,
we obtain

σ
(2)
AB = 1

Z

∑
n,m

(Em − En)2 e−EmAnmBmn. (C11)

Comparing this result with the Lehmann representation for
〈B[H,[H,A]]〉 and 〈[H,B][H,A]〉, we obtain the important
result

σ
(2)
AB = 〈

B∂2
τ A

〉 = −〈∂τB∂τA〉. (C12)

Using (C12) with A = B = x1 and A = B = x2 together with
the equations of motion (C7) and (C8), we obtain

m1σ
(2)
11 = k1

〈
x2

1

〉 + g
〈
x2

1x2
〉 + w

2

〈
x4

1

〉
, (C13)

m2σ
(2)
22 = k2

〈
x2

2

〉 + g

2

〈
x2

1x2
〉

(C14)

so that the interaction energies can be expressed as

W3 = m2σ
(2)
22 − 2V2, (C15)

W4 = 1
4

(
m1σ

(2)
11 − 2m2σ

(2)
22

) − 1
2V1 + V2. (C16)

The kinetic-energy terms can also be expressed in terms of
σ

(2)
11 and σ

(2)
22 using (C12) together with (C3) and (C5),

Ta = 1
2maσ

(2)
aa , (C17)

and the potential energies are given by

Va = 1

2
ka

1

β

∑
iωn

Gaa(iωn). (C18)

Putting all the pieces together, the total energy is given by

〈H 〉 = 1

4β

∑
iωn

[3m1(iωn)2 + k1]G11(iωn)

+ 1

β

∑
iωn

m2(iωn)2G22(iωn). (C19)

Applying Eq. (C19) for the crystalline membrane Hamilto-
nian (C1), we obtain Eqs. (43) and (44) of the main text.
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